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Abstract

Evolutionary Dynamic Data Investment Evaluator (EDDIE) is a genetic programming (GP)-based decision support tool for

financial forecasting. EDDIE itself does not replace forecasting experts. It serves to improve the productivity of experts in

searching the space of decision trees, with the aim to improve the odds in its user’s favour. The efficacy of EDDIE has been

reported in the literature. However, discovering patterns in historical data is only the first step towards building a practical

financial forecasting tool. Data preparation, rules organization and application are all important issues. This paper describes an

architecture that embeds EDDIE for learning from and monitoring the stock market.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

This paper describes a decision support tool for

financial forecasting. Suppose, through diligent re-

search, one discovers that a particular ratio, alongside

with other commonly known factors (such as interest

rate, money supply, dividends, moving average and

volatility), is highly relevant to the movement of a

share, but do not know the exact mathematical

relation. The question is: could this discovery give

this person any advantage in trading? In other words,

how could one take advantage of such knowledge?

The answer is: discovering relevant factors alone

does not offer too much help. What needs to be done
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further is nontrivial. Even if one limits oneself to

using decision trees as in ID3/C4.5/See5/C5.0 [17,18]

or genetic programming [7,10,11], one still needs to

search in a huge space of possible decision trees. The

search space is exponential in size to the maximum

depth that one may want to look at and it is quite

impossible to search exhaustively for useful trees,

even with the help of fast computers at today’s

standard [11].

EDDIE (which stands for Evolutionary Dynamic

Data Investment Evaluator) is an interactive tool,

based on genetic programming (GP), to help ana-

lysts to search the space of interactions between

factors (in the form of decision trees) and make

financial decisions. As the aim of this paper is to

describe the role of EDDIE in a decision support

system (as opposed to describing its forecasting

ability, which has been reported in Refs. [13,

14,24], and will be briefly summarized below), a
d.
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survey of scientific financial forecasting methods

will not be presented (see Refs. [3,7,8,14,19] for a

few examples) here.

The contribution of EDDIE is effectively searching

for combinations (interactions) of financial indicators

and discovering thresholds (to be elaborated in the

next section). However, after developing a system that

can mine patterns in the data, many issues are left to

be studied in building a practical financial forecasting

tool. For example, one must study how such predic-

tions, which are at best statistically reliable (i.e. there

is no guarantee that they will be correct every time),

for investment. This is not the scope of this paper. In

this paper, we investigate the practical issues in

generating and using such predictions. In the remain-

ing part of the paper, we shall describe an architecture

that employs EDDIE in learning from and monitoring

the stock market. We shall argue that the implemented

automation system enables the user to conduct large-

scale learning and monitoring in the stock market

efficiently.
2. EDDIE for financial forecasting

EDDIE is a decision support tool based on genetic

programming [2,9–11]. The efficacy of EDDIE has

been reported in Refs. [5,12,14,21–24]. A brief sum-

mary is given in this section.

The first implementation of EDDIE, called

EDDIE-1, was applied to horse racing [22]. Its per-

formance was promising but limited, due to the lack

of data in horse racing at the time. FGP-1 (co-named

EDDIE-3; FGP stands for Financial GP), an imple-

mentation of EDDIE, was applied to financial fore-

casting [13]. One of the main applications of EDDIE

was to generate and test hypotheses of the following

form:

Will the price of share/index X rise by r% within

the next n trading days?1
1 In fact, one can ask whether prices will fall by r% within the

next n days, or, more generally, within the next n units of time

where each row in the data set represents information at each unit of

time. In Ref. [15], EDDIE was used to monitor arbitrage

opportunities by finding patterns in tick data.
For example, one may want to investigate whether

the price of the FTSE-100 index will rise by 2.2%

within the next month. The syntax of the trees to be

generated is as in Fig. 1.

A ‘‘Positive’’ prediction means that the goal can be

achieved; ‘‘Negative’’ means otherwise. An example

decision tree (annotated for readability) is shown

below:

ðIFðMV�50<�18:45Þ THEN Positive

ELSE ðIFððTRB�5 > �19:48Þ
AND ðFilter�63< 36:24ÞÞ THEN Negative

ELSE PositiveÞÞ

This decision tree actually represents three simple

rules: (a) if MV_50 is less than � 18.45, then positive

is predicted; (b) if MV_50 is not less than � 18.45,

and TRB_5 is greater than � 19.48, and Filter_63 is

less than 36.24, then negative is predicted; and (c)

otherwise (not elaborated here) positive is predicted.

In GP terms, FGP-1 uses {If-then-else, And, Or,

Not, < , =, >} as functions and indicators, numbers and

predictions as terminals. The crossover operator was

designed to take care of the type of the branches.

Indicators were taken from the finance literature, such

as Refs. [1,4,6,18,20], normalized. For example,

MV_12 is the 12-day moving average divided by the

mean in the last 12days.Vol_50 is the standarddeviation

of theprices inthelast50daysdividedbythelast50days’

mean. Details of the parameters, which are not central to

the ideas in this paper, can be found in Ref. [12].

EDDIE is useful to its users because even if the

indicators are relevant to the prediction of the prices,

finding (a) the logical interaction between the various

indicators and (b) the thresholds (e.g. � 18.45 in the

above example) could be extremely laborious without

tools such as genetic programming and neural net-

works.2 There is no magic behind genetic program-

ming or neural networks. All they do is to efficiently

explore the space of possible patterns.

FGP-2 (co-named EDDIE-4) extended FGP-1 by

using a constrained fitness function, which allows the

user to adjust the level of cautiousness [24]. When the

user instructs FGP-1 to recommend cautious rules,

FGP-2 will attempt to improve precision, possibly at
2 Neural networks are perfectly capable of finding nonlinear

patterns [7], though they are considered by some as black-boxes.



Fig. 1. The BNF grammar used by FGP.
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the price of missing opportunities. This means FGP-2

will make fewer recommendations to buy (or sell). The

effectiveness of FGP-2 as a forecasting tool has been

reported in Refs. [12,14,24]. FGP-2 is designed as a

forecasting tool, in which the user is given control over

the percentage of opportunities to pick up [24] (as

opposed to incorporating a misclassification cost [18]

in the objective function).
3. EDDIE-Learn 1.0, an automated learning

architecture

Finding patterns in a given set of data is not the

only laborious task in forecasting. The automation of

the learning process is a necessary step towards

turning EDDIE into an effective forecasting support

tool. Here are some of the reasons.

1. Data preparation plays an important part in data

mining. One does not always know which indi-

cators are relevant to the movement of a particular

share. One often has to prepare different sets of

indicators and data-mine in them.

2. One often needs to experiment with a wide variety

of hypotheses in order to feel one’s way in the data.

3. To apply GP effectively, one has to experiment

with different parameter sets, such as the popula-

tion size, number of iterations and level of

cautiousness.

For example, over a dozen versions of data sets and

various hypotheses have been experimented and a

number of hypotheses have been tested when we

applied EDDIE to finding arbitrage opportunities

[14]. Preparation of data took hours of laborious

manual and programming work.
To serve the above needs, an EDDIE-based auto-

matic learning system has been implemented. Input to

the system includes:

(a) Data files, in comma-separated values (CSV)

format; in the implemented system, this includes

the date and share prices. It is possible to include

new attributes in the data;

(b) The range file, in text format, which defines the

range of data to be used for training and testing;

(c) The control file, in text format, which defines the

GP parameters, including population size, muta-

tion rate, etc.;

(d) Program parameters: the rate of return (r),

forecasting horizon (n) and the precision thresh-

old ( p). Together, they define the target return

(r% within the next n days) and the minimum

precision (on the test data) for the rules to be

accepted.

For each run, a report in CSV format (which is

suitable for spreadsheet use as well as electronic

processing) is generated. The main output of EDDIE-

Automation 1.0 is a collection of rules with precision

above the threshold specified (default is 75%). Inter-

mediate data files are generated for verification

purpose.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the EDDIE-based

automatic learning system, EDDIE-Learn 1.0. To

use the system, the user stores the data files of all

the shares that he/she wants EDDIE to learn from in

the directory dir_input. Each data file contains a time

series, in the form of time (e.g. dates) and price pairs.

The program autofeedfgp completes the rest of the

training by invoking a sequence of programs: The

program autofeed calculates the indicators for each

file in dir_input—after adding extra columns to the



 
 

Fig. 2. EDDIE-Learn 1.0, the Learning Architecture that embeds EDDIE.
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table, the augmented data will be stored in the

directory dir_cal. The program autochop selects the

rows specified in the parameter file range.txt (ex-

plained in point (b) above). The data prepared is fed

into an automation of EDDIE, FGP-3. FGP-3 also

reads in two parameter files, range.txt and control.txt

(explained in point (c) above).

Training results are stored in a directory (called

dir_train) in CSV format (to enable users to inspect

them with a spreadsheet). The program goodrule picks

the rules which performance is above the specified

precision threshold p (explained in point (d) above),

and put them in a good-rules bank (dir_rules). Care

has been taken in generating the names of the files,

which reflect the return (r), period (n) and precision

( p). Multiple rules may be generated for the same

share—this leaves us with the option to combine rules

and recommendations in the future.
4. EDDIE-Automation 1.0, an automated

monitoring architecture

In the previous section, we have explained how

EDDIE-Learn 1.0 learns patterns and put them into a

good-rules bank. In this section, we present EDDIE-

Automation 1.0, an architecture that automates the
whole learning and monitoring process. The overview

of the architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

In order to apply the rules learned, a Rules Appli-

cation Program (RAP) is implemented. Given (a) a

decision tree DT and (b) a record R, which comprises

the price and the indicators that DT used in its training,

RAP returns ‘‘True’’ if R indicates a positive position

according to DT (meaning that r% can be achieved

within the next n days for the r and n specified in the

parameter file range.txt), and ‘‘False’’ otherwise.

The decision trees in the good-rules bank are used

to monitor their corresponding shares in order to

detect investment opportunities. To facilitate that, live

data is fed into the directory dir_live in Fig. 3. The

program autofeed (which is also used in EDDIE-

Learn 1.0, see Fig. 2) prepares the data for RAP. This

will provide RAP with a record with the prices and

other indicators necessary for its calculation. The

program autorap picks up each rule in the good-rules

bank in turn, and apply it to the corresponding record

prepared by autofeed (correspondence is established

through their file names). The results of all predicted

investment opportunities are stored in a directory called

dir_alert. All investment opportunities in dir_alert are

collected and summarized in a text file, which can be

delivered to investors by email or text messages by

phone if desired.



Fig. 3. The EDDIE-Automation Architecture.
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In the good-rules bank, multiple rules may apply

to the same share. Recommendations may or may not

agree with each other. In the future, we would

consider combining recommendations before commu-

nicating with the users. There are many ways to do

so. For example, one may only decide to buy a

particular share if at least m out of the n rules in

the good-rules bank make positive recommendations.

Or, one may like to generate rules for both long-term

and short-term trading, and only act if both long-term

and short-term prospects are positive. Different ways

of combining rules are on the agenda of the EDDIE

project.

EDDIE-Automation 1.0 was built in modules. This

allows flexibility in the system. For example, should

the input files take a different format, or should the

user require a different set of indicators, only the

autofeed module needs to be changed. Even the core

module FGP-3 could be replaced by another learning

system that uses the same input and output format

(such as C4.5 [17] and See5/C5.0 [18]).

All parts of EDDIE-Automation 1.0 shown in Fig. 3

have been implemented except live data-feed, com-

bining recommendations and communication with the

user. In the system implemented, live data is placed

into a directory (dir_live in Fig. 3) manually. FGP-3

was implemented in C++. RAP was implemented in

Java. The rest of the programs were written in Perl

script. All experiments were run under Windows 2000.
5. EDDIE-Automation 1.0 as a decision support

system

First, it is worth noting that although the imple-

mentation generates technical rules only, the EDDIE-

Learn architecture is not limited to technical analysis

(although there are good arguments for studying

technical analysis scientifically [6,16]). One could

also use indicators that are generated by economic

models. This was done in EDDIE-ARB, where the

theoretical price of options was also used for detecting

arbitrage opportunities [14].

Second, it is worth re-iterating that EDDIE-Auto-

mation is no replacement for experts. EDDIE does not

guarantee 100% correctness in its predictions. Instead,

it aims to improve the odds in its user’s favour. It helps

to find patterns in past data, which can be used for

reference by its user. It cannot predict new events or

market crashes, unless its user can. (In general, EDDIE

has no prediction power unless the user does.) What

EDDIE can do is to significantly enhance the user’s

productivity in finding patterns and monitoring the

market. As a decision support tool, EDDIE-Automa-

tion should be judged by how and how much it could

improve the user’s productivity. We shall therefore

look at various aspects of financial data mining below.

Data preparation is crucial to data mining. It is often

labour-intensive too. One often needs to experiment

with different ways to create new attributes (such as
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new ratios), remove attributes (in order to reduce the

search space), remove records (to reduce noise or

reduce complexity), etc. before feeding data into any

learning system. Data preparation often involves do-

main knowledge. While EDDIE-Learn 1.0 cannot

offer much help in this aspect, it provides a framework

to automate data preparation once the user has decided

what indicators to create, which columns or rows to

use for training and testing, etc. By supplying EDDIE-

Learn 1.0 with an appropriate module to prepare tables

from raw data, users can experiment with a large

number of data sets automatically.

Where EDDIE-Learn 1.0 can provide significant

help to its user is in hypotheses testing. Users may ask

questions of the format ‘‘will any of these shares rise

by r% within the next n days?’’. After the user stores

the price series of all the shares of interest into the

input directory (dir_input in Fig. 2), a simple instruc-

tion will set EDDIE-Learn 1.0 off to learn rules for all

the shares in that directory. Users may easily repeat

the experiments by varying r and n.

Going back to the points made in Section 1,

EDDIE helps the users to discover interactions be-

tween financial indicators in the form of decision tree.

Each branch in the decision tree represents the com-

bination of a number of indicators. It may be the case

that indicator X is only relevant if indicator Y is also

considered. EDDIE will also search for threshold

values. Given the exponential size of search space,

it is in practice impossible for human users to discover

such thresholds manually. There is no guarantee that

EDDIE will find patterns, but it stands a better chance

to do so than its human user as it can work day and

night continuously.

When FGP-3 is asked to act cautiously, each

decision tree in the good-rules bank may pick up only

a small number of investment opportunities. This is

not a serious problem, as one can use EDDIE-Learn

1.0 to learn as many rules as one’s computation power

permits—with the hope (but no guarantee) that dif-

ferent opportunities will be picked up by different

rules. With a large number of rules in the good-rules

bank, it is necessary to automate the monitoring

process. EDDIE-Automation 1.0 provides a frame-

work to monitor the market and report to the users

when opportunities are detected.

Obviously, the more shares and indices that one

studies, the more investment opportunities one could
potentially discover. Besides, the more rule sets one

generates, the more chance that one could spot in-

vestment opportunities or combine recommendations.

EDDIE-Automation 1.0 enables the users to conduct

large-scale learning to fill the good-rules bank (direc-

tory dir_rules in Figs. 2 and 3). EDDIE-Automation

1.0 is a useful tool because the amount of work

involved, in both learning and monitoring, is huge

and therefore beyond human effort.

To summarize, this paper describes the role of

EDDIE in a decision support system. EDDIE enables

the user to discover patterns that he/she could not

practically discover manually. EDDIE-Learn 1.0 ena-

bles the user to do large-scale learning. EDDIE-

Automation 1.0 is a practical tool for forecasting.

Finally, it is worth re-iterating that EDDIE is only a

useful decision support tool, not a replacement for

forecasting experts.
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